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Enable Fully Customized Assistance: A Novel
IMU-based Motor Intent Decoding Scheme
Chunzhi Yi, Shengping Zhang, Feng Jiang∗, Jie Liu, Zhen Ding, Chifu Yang, and Huiyu Zhou

Abstract—Trustworthy human-exoskeleton interaction essen-
tially relates to determining the assistive force profile. Current
methods of decoding human motor intent enable the customized
determination of the assistive force profile by providing limited
information of human kinetics. In this paper, we propose
and validate a novel motor intent decoding scheme that
can enable a fully customized assistive force profile, where
only inertial measurement units (IMUs) are used. First, we
improve the robustness of the IMU-based kinematic estimation
by sampling IMU measurements that well meet the hinge-
joint assumption, and by online calibrating axes’ direction in
order to avoid the post-hoc analysis of joint axes’ directions
during the determination of the body-fixed coordinate frame.
Second, using the calculated kinematics as input, we develop
a computationally efficient dynamic model, through which
kinetics of users can be calculated in real-time . Finally, we
leverage a cable-driven ankle exoskeleton method to validate
the assistive performance of our motor intent decoding scheme.
We perform experiments on ten healthy subjects to evaluate
the accuracy of our algorithm, and the change of metabolic
rate and muscle efforts under the exoskeleton’s assistance. The
results show the improvement from determining the assistive
force profile by nominal curves and the feasibility of our
algorithm.

Index Terms—Full kinetics, Exoskeletons, Trustworthy RAS,
Inertial measurement unit, Motor intent.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT development of artificial intelligence and edge
computing (AIEC) plays a significant role in improving

the trustworthiness of robots and autonomous system (RAS)
[1–3]. As indicated in [4], AIEC enables the trustworthy
RAS to interact with humans through mixed human-robot
initiative and interpretable human-robot interaction. In de-
signing trustworthy human-exoskeleton interactions, AIEC-
enabled motor intent decoding schemes provide reference
signals of users’ biological efforts for the customized as-
sistive force profile, thus fundamentally relate to the mixed
initiative of the human-exoskeleton system and interpretable
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improvements of human motor performance. Studies report
that the customized assistive force profiles, enabled by
various motor intent decoding schemes, are effective for
reducing muscle effort or metabolic cost [5–7]. Furthermore,
as reported in a comparison study [8], a more subject-
specific assistance can enable a better assistive performance.
People can naturally infer that an ideal motor intent decoding
scheme for exoskeletons is supposed to be capable of
providing full information of users’ efforts to enable a fully
customized assistive force profile.

Essentially, exoskeletons’ assistance is derived from the
assistive force profile. A motor intent decoding scheme could
enable a customized assistive force profile from four aspects:
timing, magnitude, shape and duration. To this end, it
leverages signals highly related to lower-limb kinetics, such
as the interactive force, kinematic and electromechanical
signals of human. Among such signals, the most natural
one is the interaction force signals from pressure insoles or
other force sensors [9–11]. These force or pressure sensors,
although can provide direct interaction information, can only
determine the timing of assistance. In addition, they might
lead to a cumbersome mechanical structure of robots or be
prone to severe intent misjudgment caused by an unantici-
pated collision from environment [12]. Kinematic signals,
reflecting insightful gait information, is now increasingly
used in exoskeletons’ control. In a kinematics-based motor
intent decoding schemes, the assistive torques are activated
at subject-specific timings by detecting key features of gait
or gait phases. For example, Ding et al. proposed to use the
zero-crossing point of angular velocity to detect the timing
of assistive torque [13]. A study presented by Zhang et al.
determined the assistive force profile according to a desired
angle-to-moment curve [14]. Some other studies predicted
discrete or continuous gait phases to provide reference force
signals for assistance [15–17]. Such works, although indicate
a subject-specific timing of the assistive force profile, are
difficult to give the information of the remaining three
aspects, thus could suffer from an inferior customization.
Although human-in-the-loop optimization can be applied to
tuning the remaining parameters [18, 19], as argued in [7],
assistance parameters are often fixed after optimization, even
when users may still be changing their patterns. Assistance
based on decoding myoelectric signals (EMG), including
pattern classification [20], continuous proportional control
[21], and continuous non-linear control with or without
neuromuscular models [16, 22], could reflect the activation
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of relative muscles and thus determine a subject-specific
assistive force profile. However, the nonlinear and time-
varying characteristics of EMG impedes its customized ap-
plication on exoskeletons, especially in need of providing a
stable assistance with good generalization capabilities across
different subjects.

To address these limitations, there is recent interest in
developing a novel motor intent decoding scheme for ex-
oskeletons that can provide full kinetic information thus
enable a fully customized assistive force profile with stable
signals, if possible, with simple sensors. To do so, the
recent development of inertial measurement unit (IMU)-
based kinematic and kinetic assessment methods is exploited
and explored to build an inverse dynamic model of human
with IMU measurements, based on exploring the lower-limb
kinematic constraint, ground-foot wrench and the biome-
chanical principles of locomotion. This could lead to a
potential application under multiple locomotion patterns and
gait phases.

Specifically, a kinematic constraint is adopted to make the
IMU-based kinematic estimation free of sensor alignment.
An effective sampling of IMU signals is proposed to improve
the robustness of the kinematic estimation. After transform-
ing the IMU measurements into human segments’ kinemat-
ics, a 7-link inverse dynamic model that aims at decreasing
sensor amount and computational load is then developed
to calculate kinetics with the estimated kinematics. During
the double support phase, the ground-foot contact wrenches
acting on both feet contribute to an indeterminate dynamical
balance problem. As a result, the lower-limb kinetics cannot
be calculated by the inverse dynamic model. The “smooth
transition assumption (STA)” is adopted to infer ground-feet
contact wrenches during double support phase, which solves
the indeterminacy problem.

The main contributions of our paper can be summarized
as follow:

• We propose a novel motor intent decoding scheme
for lower-limb exoskeletons that can fully determine
customized assistive force profiles based on an inverse
dynamic model solely using IMU measurements.

• Due to the cascade calculation of kinematics and ki-
netics, we further improve the algorithm’s accuracy
through effective sampling of IMU signals and the
online calibration of axes’ direction.

• By comparing the assistive performance of joint mo-
ment calculated by our algorithm and a nominal joint
moment, we demonstrate the feasibility of our algo-
rithm and the benefit of determining fully customized
assistance.

This paper is organized as follows: In section II, the
challenges and employed methods of our algorithm are
introduced. Section III describes the methodology and im-
plementation of our algorithm. The experimental validation
is presented in Section IV. The discussion and conclusion
are shown in Sections V and VI.

II. RELATED WORK

With the aim of calculating lower-limb moment with IMU
measurements, we need to address some issues. Firstly, the
algorithm of estimating kinematics, as the base of the whole
algorithm, is of vital importance. Such an algorithm should
avoid the usage of careful sensor-to-body alignment or
calibration procedure and presents enough robustness against
sensor noise. Secondly, we employ an inverse dynamic
model by carefully balancing accuracy and computational
efficiency. Thirdly, by excluding foot pressure sensors, a
practical ground-foot contact model should be adopted to
estimate ground reaction wrenches of each foot during the
double support phase. The parameters and implementation
of the model should be online achievable. The remaining of
this section details the three challenges.

A. Robust Algorithm For Estimating Lower-Limb Joint Kine-
matics

Traditionally IMU-based estimation of lower-limb joint
angles employed various calibration postures and/or careful
IMU-to-body alignment [23–27] which limited its real-
time application on controlling exoskeletons. Recently, Seel
et.al. precluded the usage of calibration postures or sensor
alignment by applying an gyroscope-related biomechanical
constraint to estimate joint axes and joint position vectors
[28]. However, the angular rate-related constraint, which was
employed in estimating joint axes, has been demonstrated
in [29] to be inaccurate under some certain circumstances.
Inspired by [29], we employ the weighted sumation of
gyroscope-based and accelerometer-based constaints as cost
function to estimate joint axes. Another problem that might
cause accuracy deterioration remains in the hinge-joint ap-
proximation of above mentioned biomechanical constraints.
Although the characteristics of lower-limb joints during
locomotion rationalizes approximating these joints as a
hinge joint, the 3-DoF biological structure of lower-limb
joints sometimes might invalidate the approximation. To
this end, we propose to sample effective points from IMU
measurements, which meet the hinge-joint approximation,
and iteratively estimate joint axes to improve the robustness
and the accuracy of the estimation.

In addition, the joint axes estimated by the biomechanical
constraint are bidirectional, the directions of which need to
be determined. In Seel’s work [28], the axes’ directions were
calibrated post hoc by the orientation of the mounted sensors
relative to the desired joint axes or the traces of the angular
rates projected in local joint planes. Both of them require
post-hoc analysis. In this article, an online calibration of
joint axes’ directions is performed in real time by utilizing
the cyclic characteristics of gait.

B. The Inverse Dynamic Model of Human

When considering the inverse dynamic model’s accuracy
and computational efficiency, the segments that denote the
upper limbs should be carefully modelled. Previous studies
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[30, 31] modelled upper limbs as three segments in order
to create a 3-dimensional (3D) dynamic model. In our
algorithm, we only sought to calculate lower-body joint
moment in the direction of flexion/extension, i.e. to develop
a 2-dimensional (2D) dynamic model on the sagittal plane.
Thus, we simplify the upper limbs as one single link in order
to improve the computational efficiency.

In addition, the mechanics method in the modelling results
in different performances. If the Lagrange method is used,
the inverse dynamic model can be developed in an analytical
manner. But the switches of multiple ground-foot contact
conditions will cause incontinuousness, which will lead to
the model’s sensitivity to modelling errors [32]. In order to
avoid this potential bottleneck, we employ the Newton-Euler
method to develop our inverse dynamic model.

C. Practical Ground-Foot Contact Model For Real-Time
Application

Predicting indeterminate ground-foot contact wrenches,
i.e. the ground reaction forces (GRFs) and the ground
reaction moment (GRM), during the double support phase is
pivotal for the inverse dynamic model. Most currently used
methods developed for biomechanic analysis and bipedal
robot are impractical for our algorithm. To be specific, ma-
chine learning-based methods, such as [33] and [34], predict
the 3D ground-foot contact wrenches accurately. However,
the generalization of such methods conflicts with the need of
real-time parameter identification, which impedes the real-
time application in our algorithm. Model-based methods
treat the ground-foot contact wrenches as the function of
the indentation between spheres and the ground [35, 36],
and then optimize the function. The excessive variables for
optimization reduce the computational efficiency and make
the methods unsuitable for online parameter identification
and its consequent usage in our algorithm. Other methods
that were applied on a bipedal robot and robotic exoskeletons
is also unsuitable due to the lack of accurate estimation of
inertia, damping and stiffness terms of human segments.

Compared with the abovementioned methods, the “smooth
transition assumption (STA)” benefits from its lesser pa-
rameters and validity for mimicking ground-foot contact
wrenches of the support foot during the double support phase
on the sagittal plane [37]. In this article, STA is employed
to predict each 2D ground-foot contact wrench.

III. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

The whole working flow of our algorithm is presented
in Fig. 1. We firslty use the IMU signals to calculate the
coordinates of the joint axes and the sensor position vectors.
Then, the body-fixed coordinate frames are determined by
the estimated joint axes and the accelerometer measurements
during an initial stand. In virtue of the body-fixed coordinate
frames and the pseudo-periodic characteristics of lower-limb
kinematics, we propose an online method of determining the
directions of joint axes. Thirdly, we estimate the kinematics
of each segment. Finally, the estimated kinematics is fed

into a 2D inverse dynamic model to calculate kinetics of the
lower limbs.

Fig. 1. The working flow of the motor intent decoding scheme. Firstly,
IMU signals measured from human subjects are used to estimate joint
axes and joint position vectors, and then to build body-fixed coordinate
frames with the help of online calibration of the axes’ directions. Secondly,
IMU measurements are transformed to kinematics through the body-fixed
coordinate frames, and then fed into dynamic model of human segments.
Finally, the calculated kinetics is leveraged to determine the assistive force
profile and to apply on human subjects, where j1, j2 denote main axes,
r1 and r1 denote joint position vectors.

A. Kinematic Estimation

Due to the cascade calculation of kinematics and kinetics,
we render high importance on the robustness and accuracy of
the kinematic estimation. To this end, based on the adopted
1-DoF biomechanical constraint that estimates main axes of
lower-limb joints through a hinge-joint approximation, we
further propose a method of sampling effective IMU signals
to select IMU measurements that meet the approximation.
In this way, the joint axis estimation and the effective point
sampling can be applied iteratively to achieve a more robust
estimation. Furthermore, the body-fixed coordinate frames
are determined by the estimated axes and the sensor position
vectors using the method of [28], where the principle of
lower-limb movements is leveraged to determine the joint
axes’ directions without post-hoc analysis. Finally, we esti-
mate kinematics within the body-fixed coordinate frames.

1) Joint Axis Estimation with IMU Measurement Sam-
pling: The work flow of iteratively estimating the main axes
of each lower-limb joint is shown in Fig. 2.

The 1-DOF Biomechanical Constraint: The existence
of joint axes, around which lower-limb joints rotate in the
most time during a gait cycle, rationalizes simplifying such
joints as hinge joints [28, 29]. Such axes usually correspond
to the rotation of each lower-limb joint on the sagittal plane.

Adopted in [29], the biomechanical constraint of lower-
limb joints, which is based on the hinge-joint approximation,
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Fig. 2. The working flow of estimating joint
axes. The 1-DoF biomechanical constraint are
employed to initialize the coordinates of the
joint axes, which are then used to sample the
effective points. The iterative loop is set to be
performed three times.

Fig. 3. The angular rate char-
acteristics of the lower-limb
joints.

Fig. 4. The orientation relation
of IMU mounted to the trunk.

Fig. 5. The orientation relation
of the IMU mounted to trunk,
where rR

1 and rL
1 denote the

sensor position vectors of right
and left hips relative to the
IMU mounted on the upper
limb.

is the weighted summation of gyroscope-based (Hg) and
accelerometer-based constraints (Ha). The weight of Ha is
set to be 0.6. We construct the biomechnical constraint as
cost function and employ the least-square method to solve
this non-linear minimizing problem. As shown in Fig.1 A, j1
and j2 denote the joint axis of a lower-limb joint described
in different sensor-fixed coordinate frames [s1] and [s2],
respectively.

Samping IMU Measurements For The Biomechanical
Constraint: The joint axis estimated by the 1-DOF con-
straint above suffers from theoretical errors, which result
from the deviation between the hinge-joint approximation
and the 3-DOF biological structure of lower-limb joints. Due
to the deviation, the angular rates of segments cannot always
coincide with the estimated axis. To make quantitative
metrics, we calculate the angular rate ratio ηti , which denotes
to what degree the rotation of the biological joint meets the
hinge-joint assumption.

ηti =
|ωt

i · ji|
‖ωt

i‖
(1)

where ηti denotes the instant angular rate ratio of each
segment, ωt

i denotes the measured angular rate of each
segment, i demotes segment and t denotes time instant.
Fig. 3 illustrates the angular rate ratio of each segment.
It can be seen that there are some periods of a gait cycle
during which the angular rate ratio is approximately equal
to one. During those periods, the lower-limb joints function
approximately as a hinge joint. The sampled measurements
during such instances are named as effective points while
the other sampled measurements are named as interferential
points. Obviously, involving such interferential points into
the joint axis estimation would contribute to a deviation
toward other rotational axes of the 3-DOF lower-limb joint.

Herein, we set a threshold to distinguish the effective
points and the interferential points based on the comparison

with the angular rate ratio, which is given by

ωt
i ∈ E, if ηt1 > β&ηt2 > β, (2)

where β ∈ (0, 1) denotes the threshold for the effective point
sampling, which is set to be 0.85.

The Lower-Limb Joint Axis Iterative Estimation: As
shown in Fig. 2, to further improve the estimation accuracy,
we combine the sampling of effective points and the joint
axis estimation in an iterative manner. For all the sampled
measurements as effective points, the initial joint axis is
estimated using the 1-DOF biomechanical constraint. Substi-
tuting the estimated axis into Equation (1), we calculate the
angular rate ratio for each segment-to-joint couple in order
to determine the effectiveness of the sampled measurement
through a comparison with the threshold. It can be seen from
Fig. 2 that the input of the joint axis estimation is replaced
by E, the set of effective points, in order to gradually reduce
the error caused by the 3-DOF rotation of lower-limb joints
around other two axes. The updating of the set E contributes
to a convergent estimation of the axis. The iteration times
are set to be 3.

2) The Determination of The Body-Fixed Coordinate
Frames: The body-fixed coordinate frames are determined
to provide a reference for calculating kinematics.

Firstly, we estimate the sensor position vectors, which
work as a component, by the method of [28]. The sensor
position vectors rk1 and rk2 , k = R,L that denote the vectors
from the origin of the sensor-fixed coordinate frame to the
rotation center of the biological joint, can be estimated based
on the 3D constraint of accelerations. R and L denote right
and left leg, respectively.

Secondly, we construct the body-fixed frames as shown
in Fig. 4. Different from the joint coordinate system rec-
ommended by ISB, the body-fixed frames are defined with
perpendicular coordinate axes where zi-axis coincides with
the estimated joint axis, xi-axis is the cross product of the
main axis and the sensor position vectors, and yi axis is
vertical to the xizi plane.
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Herein, we construct the direction cosine matrix between
the sensor-fixed and body-fixed coordinate frames as

Rsibi = [xi,yi, zi] (3)

where xi, yi and zi denote the coordinate axes of the body-
fixed coordinate frames determined above.

3) Online Calibration of Axes’ Directions: During the
joint axis estimation, the direction of the vector ji cannot
be determined by the optimization process, which might
contribute to difference directions of the estimated axes
of each joint. If so, the joint axis-constructed body-fixed
coordinate frames might have different directions. In [28],
Seel et al. corrected the direction of the main axis according
to the given sensor placements or the traces of the angular
rates projected onto local joint planes. Both methods need a
post-hoc analysis. Therefore, in order to avoid the manually
tuning process, it is necessary to develop an online method
of calibrating the direction of the vector ji.

Axis Direction Calibration For IMUs on The Thigh,
Shank and Foot: According to proportion 1 in the Apendix,
during a gait cycle, there are always elements in Athigh
that are the opposites of those in Bthigh, while the contrary
condition occurs in pairs, such as (Ashank, Bshank) and
(Afoot, Bfoot). Thus, we can calibrate the direction of
the estimated joint axis online by discretely summing such
projections over cycles.

ji = ji, if
∑

at · xt > 0 OR
∑

aa/f · xa/f < 0

ji = −ji, if
∑

at · xt < 0 OR
∑

aa/f · xa/f > 0 (4)

where ji denotes the main axis, x denotes the x axis
of the body-fixed coordinate frame, a denotes measured
accelerations, the subscripts t, a and f denote thigh, shank
and foot, respectively.

Axis Direction Calibration for IMU on The Trunk:
Due to the small magnitude of the trunk dip angle, we can
hardly calibrate the direction of the joint axis depicted in
the sensor-fixed coordinate frame on the trunk by applying
proposition 1. Another strategy needs to be performed in this
scenario. As shown in Fig. 5, the measurements of the IMU
on the trunk is used to estimate the joint position vectors of
bilateral hip joints. The cross product x̃1 of the two joint
position vectors, rR1 , rL1 , has the direction similar to the x1

axis of the body-fixed frame of the trunk.

ji = ji, if ji · d > 0

ji = −ji, if ji · d < 0 (5)

where x̃1 = rR1 × rL1 ,d = x̃1 × y1

4) Calculating Kinematics: On this basis, we can esti-
mate the kinematic data in the body-fixed coordinate frames,
which will feed into the 2D inverse dynamic model.

Angles: We estimate the lower-limb joint angles by the
data fusion method. Details are shown in [28]. When walk-
ing, the range of the dip angle of human upper limbs is (-2
deg, 2 deg). Herein, the dip angle is set to be zero.

Angular Rates: We calculate the angular rate of a lower
limb joint by the difference between the projections of the
measured angular rates on the main axes.

Angular Accelerations: We calculate the angular accel-
eration of the lower limb joint as the finite difference of
angular rates.

Linear Accelerations: Note that only the linear acceler-
ation of the upper limb needs to be calculated because the
inverse dynamic model is formed based on the center of mass
of the upper limb. Considering the dip angle of upper limb is
set to be zero, the linear acceleration of upper limb’s CoM
which is described in the global coordinate frame (Fig.6),
can be estimated as follows

ãb1
upper =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
· (Rs1b1 · a

s1
upper) (6)

where ãb1
upper denotes the 2-element linear acceleration of

the upper limb described in the global coordinate frame in
Fig. 6, as1

upper denotes the linear acceleration of the upper
limb described in the sensor-fixed coordinate frame [s1],
which is the measurement of the accelerometer.

B. Kinetic Calculation

The calculated kinematics is fed into a 2D, 7-link inverse
dynamic model. We employ the model to approximate the
dynamics on the sagittal plane and to calculate the joint
moment of the lower-limb joints. In this section, we firstly
develop the inverse dynamic model, and then calculate the
kinematics and dynamics based on this model.

1) A Simplified Human Body Model: In Fig. 6, we regard
the whole upper body as one segment and simplify the
inverse dynamic model of the human body as a 9-DoF, 7-
link multibody system. The links denote the upper body,
thigh, shank and foot respectively and can rotate around their
linked joints. The multibody system translates based on the
movements of the upper limbs’ center of mass. We levarage
the equations used in [38] to estimate each segment’s inertia
and geometric parameters from the anthropometric mea-
surements of each subject’s height and weight. Compared
with the models proposed in [30] and [31], our model
significantly simplfies the upper-limb part and keeps the each
lower-limb segment in order to maintain the accuracy.

2) Kinematic Expression: In the following, we formulate
the kinemtic law of the 2D model to calculate each segment’s
accelerations. Treating the upper limb’s CoM as the float
base of the model, we describe the positions of each seg-
ment’s CoM by joint angles, the upper limb’s CoM and each
segment’s geometric parameters. The detailed formulations
follow the work of [39].

It should be noted that we can define the global coordinate
frame’s origin as any point on the ground since we only care
about the relative positions of the segments.

Taking the kinematic expression’s second derivative
against time, we can obtain the relationship between the
acceleration of each lower-limb segment’s CoM and that of
the upper limb’s CoM. We then plug the linear and angular
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Fig. 6. The simplified human body model. Where qi denotes the ith
segment’s dip angle, θi denotes the ith joint’s angle, (xi, yi) denotes
the coordinates of the ith segment’ CoM in the global coordinate
system, li denotes the ith segment’s length, ri denotes the distance
of the ith segment’s and the joint’s CoM.

Fig. 7. The lateral view of a person wearing the experimental setup.
The following components are visible: breathing mask and oxygen
module, a bag with control unit and actuator, the sensory system of
IMUs, and the boot instrumented with end effector.

accelerations of joints and segments estimated by III-A4 into
the relationship. In so doing, we can calculate the horizontal
and vertical accelerations of each segment’s CoM and then
feed them to the inverse dynamic model.

3) Dynamical Expression: Here, we develop the inverse
dynamics of the multibody model with the emperical model
of the ground-foot contact wrenches. Herein, we develop
dynamical expressions using the Newton-Euler method, in
order to reduce the sensitivity of the modelling errors. The
detailed expressions are similar to those shown in [30], the
difference is that we only calculate kinetics on the sagittal
plane.

During the single support phase, we can directly estimate
the GRF and GRM of the support foot. Because the GRF
and GRM of the swing leg are zero, the ground-foot contact
wrenches of each leg are determinated. That is, we can solve
all the force and moment balance equations of the inverse
dynamic model in order to derive all the internal forces and
moment of each joint.

As for the double support phase, we can calculate GRFs’
and GRMs’ summations of both legs with the same pro-
cedure. Due to the indeterminate dynamics of the double
support phase, we cannot directly calculate the GRF and
GRM of either leg. To solve this problem, we employ the
“smooth transition assumption (STA)” proposed by [32] to
estimate the GRM’s and GRF’s ratio of the supporting leg.
Using these ratios, we can calculate the GRFs and GRMs
of each leg so that the indeterminate dynamic problem is
solved.

IV. EXPERIMENT

In order to validate the proposed algorithm and its per-
formance on exoskeleton, the experiments are threefold.
First, we validate the accuracy of the kinematic estimation
algorithm, while we also demonstrate the algorithm’s ro-
bustness against measurement noise. During the sensitivity
test, a comparison is made against Seel’s work to validate
the feasibility of our proposed IMU measurement sampling.
Second, we validate the accuracy of joint moment estimation
against the data measured by the ground reaction force plates
and the optimal motion capture system. Finally, we test the

assistive performance by applying our algorithm on an ankle
exoskeleton.

The experiment protocol is approved by the local ethical
committee and all the participants have been informed of
the content and their right to withdraw from the study at
any time, without giving explanation.

A. Experimental Set-Up

1) Kinematic and Kinetic Estimation: The algorithm is
tested on ten healthy subjects (age: 25±3 year, weight:
69.5± 8kg, height: 1.72±0.15m) walking on the level
ground. All the subjects have signed the written consent
for participating in this experiment. 7 IMUs (Delsys Trigno
IM, sampling frequency: 148 Hz) is rigidly mounted, six on
lower-limb segments and one on the lower back. It should
be noted that the IMU on the lower back should be mounted
visually close to the CoM.

In order to verify the algorithm, we employ the Vicon
optical tracking system (Vicon Motion Systems, Ltd.) and
force plates to measure the kinematic data, the GRFs and
the GRMs. Both the optical tracking system and the force
plates sample signals at the frequency of 100 Hz. All the
measurements are triggered by the synchronizer and then
synchronized by time stamps.

2) Experiments on The Exoskeleton: The assistance is
provided by an cable-driven ankle exoskeleton worn by
subjects. A person wearing the full experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 7. Other than IMUs, we also place EMG
sensors (Delsys Trigno IM, sampling frequency: 1111 Hz )
on soleus. The breathing mask and oxygen module (Cosmed
K5) are used to measure the metabolic cost of subjects. We
employ our algorithm as the motor intent decoding method
of the exoskeleton to predict subject-specific joint moment,
while we employ the PID control strategy as the low-level
control to transmit the desired assistance into motor demands
(the RMSE of tracking an ankle moment curve was 3.54 Nm
on average). The magnitude of the assistive torque is 20%
of the estimated ankle moment.

During all the experiments, an embedded control unit
(NVIDIA TX2) is used to take the IMU data and perform
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Fig. 8. Representative plots. (A) Calculated kinematics on the sagittal plane.
Red lines (”Reference”) denote the reference curvesby the optical motion capture
systems; Blue lines (”Calculation”) denote the curves calculated by the algorithm.
(B) Calculated kinetics on the sagittal plane. Red lines (”Average”) denote the
curves averaged over the calculated joint moment of the ten subjects; blue lines
(”Calculation”) denote the curves of the calculated joint moment of one subject;
Black lines (”Reference”) denote the reference curves of the same subject.

TABLE I
THE ACCURACY OF THE KINEMATIC CALCULATION

Joint Hip Knee Ankle

θ(deg) 2.41 ±0.51 2.61±0.67 2.14 ±0.33
θ̇(deg/s) 19.54 ± 5.63 27.63 ± 4.37 25.66 ± 7.81
θ̈(deg2/s) 134.39 ± 67.86 288.61 ± 71.6 313.59 ± 86.1
θ(deg) [28] / 3.30±1.20 1.62 ±0.57

TABLE II
THE ACCURACY OF THE MOMENT CALCULATION

Joint Hip Knee Ankle

RMSE(Nm/kg) 0.18±0.05 0.15±0.03 0.11±0.02
RMSE(%) 7.7% ± 1.1% 13.1% ± 2.3% 6.8% ± 1.1 %

aThe percentages denote the ratio of RMSE and the amplitudes
of joint moment.

kinematic and kinetic estimations. The Python-based pro-
gram in the embedded control unit has three functions: 1)
communicate with the Delsys software on a PC to collect
signals from the seven IMUs; 2) store the IMU and EMG
signals, the estimated joint moments and angles for the off-
line analysis; 3) generate a control signal based on the
inverse dynamic model and control the motor to provide
mechanical torque through the ankle exoskeleton.

B. Experiment Protocol

1) Kinematic and Kinetic Estimation: During this test,
the subjects are asked to perform three trials of walking on
the ground reaction force plates with reflective points and
IMUs. Each trial consists of a 10s standstill, a 2-min walking
with self-selected speeds on the ground reaction force plates
and a 1-min rest. The IMU data and the calculated joint
moment and kinematics are stored in the embedded control
unit.

2) Assistance From The Exoskeleton: Before starting the
experiment, each subject undergoes a phase of 10-min
animation, during which the subject walks on a treadmill
with exoskeleton at a constant speed of 4.5km/h. Due to the
unidirectional actuation, the exoskeleton only assists plantar
flexion. Afterward, all the subjects undergo a series of 20-
min walking tests and 5-min rest for three times under the
following conditions:

• Passive Exo (pas)—ground-level walking on the tread-
mill wearing the ankle exoskeleton but without assis-
tance.

• Active Exo1 (act1)—ground-level walking on the tread-
mill with customized assistance.

• Active Exo2 (act2)—ground-level walking on the tread-
mill with assistance from the ankle exoskeleton. The
assistance is provided according to the nominal curve
of ankle moment [40] as reported in [6, 13].

C. Data Processing

The raw data is processed by MATLAB 2019. The kine-
matic data are filtered using a low pass zero lag fourth-order
Butterworth digital filter with a cutoff frequency of 4.5 Hz.

We calculate RMSEs in order to validate the accuracy of
each estimate. For quantifying the performance on the ankle
exoskeleton, we assess the following items.

• The kinematics during walking, i.e. the hip, knee and
ankle angles (from IMUs);

• The kinetics during walking, i.e. the joint moment of
each lower-limb joint calculated by our algorithm, the
joint moment of the nominal curves and the reference
joint moment from the motion capture system.

• Metabolic cost of the subjects at different assistive
conditions.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The Accuracy of Kinematic Estimation

Results of joint angles are presented in Fig. 8 (A). Four in-
tact gaits are depicted with angles, angular rates and angular
accelerations of each lower-limb joint. It can be seen that the
estimated curves are close to the references. Table I presents
the accuracy of the estimates. The accuracy is depicted in the
way of mean±SD. The percentages in brackets denote the
proportion of the means to the magnitudes. It is shown that
the mean square deviation of the knee angle is 2.61 deg.
The mean square deviation of the ankle angle is 2.41deg.
The mean square deviation of the hip angle is 2.14 deg.
This performance presents a comparable accuracy against
those of [28].

B. Robustness Improvement Through Effective Point Sam-
pling

For each subject, 10 pieces of data are arbitrarily taken
as input data. The selection process is completely random.
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Using each piece of data, 10 direction vectors of joint axes
can be solved. In order to measure the stability of algorithms,
the radium of the minimum envelope cone of the 10 axes
is calculated as metrics, as shown in Fig. 9. In this section,
we compare our algorithm with the work [28], and the cone
radium of which are denoted by Ra, Rw. Ra is 0.16±0.08,
while Rw is 0.23±0.08. The axes estimated by our algorithm
have less divergence compared with those estimated from the
Seel’s algorithm. This result demonstrates that our method
of estimating joint axes is of more robustness.

Fig. 9. The schematic diagram of how to quantify the robustness

As mentioned previously, when estimating the joint axis,
sampling the IMU measurements iteratively improves the
stability of the algorithm. Seel et al. established a constraint
equation based on the hinge joint approximation without
considering whether the input data met this approximation
[28, 29], thus ignored the importance of sampling effective
points from input data. Thus, we propose the effective
point sampling method based on the angular rate ratio,
which further increases the robustness based on the deeper
exploration of biomechanics. By comparing the robustness
of the two methods, we can demonstrate that iteratively
sampling IMU measurements can improve the stability of
estimating the joint axes.

C. Accuracy of The Kinetic Calculation

As shown in Fig.8 (B) and Table II, the mean square
deviations of joint moment are: 0.18±0.05 Nm/ kg (7.7%)
for hip, 0.15±0.03 Nm/ kg (13.1%) for knee and 0.11±0.02
Nm/ kg (6.8%) for ankle. We evaluate the accuracy by
comparing the calculated moment and the reference moment.
In Fig.8 (B), we present the representative plots of one
subject, the averaged moment curves calculated from ten
subjects and the reference moment curves. The calculated
moment is similar to the reference curves. As shown in Table
II, the RMSE of each joint increases from the distal joint to
the proximal joint.

The increasing trend of RMSEs gives insightful informa-
tion of our inverse dynamic model’s accumulated model-
ing error. The joint moment’s calculation starts from the
distal joint to the proximal joint. Due to the simplified
model, the inverse dynamic modeling errors, the kinematic
estimation errors and the errors of ground-foot contact
model parameters accumulate when calculating the distal
joints’ or segments’ force and moment. This trend meets
the results reported in [30]. In additon, the performance of

our algorithm outperforms the SOTA performance presented
in the literature. In [30], the moment errors depicted by the
percentage of each joint moment’s magnitude are 9.7% for
ankle, 18.7% for knee and 20.9% for hip. The accuracies of
[31] and [41] are 17.1% and 22.3% for knee. The accuracy
of [42] is 7.2% for hip. Thus, we can conclude that our
algorithm meets the accuracy demand of calculating the joint
moment in the saggital plane and providing reference signals
for controlling exoskeletons.

D. Assistive Performance on The Exoskeleton

Fig. 10. Changes in ankle angles, moment and power. (A), (C), (E) are
averaged angle, moment and power curves of ankle under different assistive
modes; (B), (D), (F) are averaged biological maximum angle, moment
and power on both directions where * denotes the statistically significant
differences with the unpowered condition (ANOVA, p < 0.050). Pas, act1
and act2 denote the different assistive modes, related to passive exo, active
Exo1 and active Exo2, respectively. Plant. denotes plantar flexion, dorsi.
denotes dorsiflexion. Gen. denotes the power generated by ankle, abs.
denotes the absorbed power.

As shown in Fig. 10, compared with the pas mode, the bi-
ological ankle moment and power of both active modes (act1
and act2) present significant difference, while no significant
difference exists in kinematics. Specifically, the maximum
biological ankle moment of act1 and act2 during plantar
flexion are 2.23±0.07, 2.26±0.08 Nm/kg, both of which are
significantly smaller than that of pas (2.26±0.04Nm/kg). The
maximum biological ankle power of act1 and act2 during
plantar flexion of act1 and act2 are 6.18±0.07, 6.40±0.08
W/kg, both of which are significantly smaller than that of
pas (6.73±0.04 W/kg).

As shown in Fig.11, we calculate the net metabolic rates
by subtracting the metabolic cost of the pas mode from that
of act1 and act2 modes. In addition, we evaluate the muscle
effort by estimating the normalized root mean square (RMS)
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Fig. 11. Changes in metabolic rate and soleus activation. (A) presents net
metabolic rate changes of act1 and act2 modes, campared with pas mode.
Significant difference was found between the two modes(ANNOVA, p <
0.050). The maximum metabolic rate reduction is 17.05%. (B) presents the
RMS of soleus EMG during pas, act1 and act2 modes. Statistical differences
are found (ANOVA, p < 0.050).

of soleus on the exoskeleton side. Compared with the pas
mode, the act1 mode significantly reduces more metabolic
cost and the effort of soleus. We can conclude that the
assistive force profile determined by our algorithm is more
energy efficient.

In this experiment, we compare the performance of the
assistance determined by the real-time calculated joint mo-
ment curve (act1) and the nominal joint moment curve (act2)
with the pas mode, where the assisted joint angle, moment
and power are measured. It can be seen that there is no
significant kinematic difference caused by the assistance,
while the biological moment and power are reduced. The
more reduction of act1 mode demonstrates that the full
kinetic information-determined assistance performs better in
replacing the biological function of the assisted joint without
causing statistical difference of kinematics. In addition, we
also demonstrate the full kinetic information-determined
assistance (act1) outperforms in saving biological energy
and muscle efforts, as indicated by the evaluation on the
metabolic cost and the soleus’ efforts. Therefore, we can
conclude that the fully customized assistive force profile,
enabled by our motor intent decoding scheme, can provide
a more effective assistance. Moreover, the experiments also
reveal that the better assistive performance the exoskeleton
can be achieved by providing more subject-specific informa-
tion.

E. Limitations

The presented study has some limitations. First, the joint
moment estimation algorithm is evaluated using an ankle
exoskeleton. Simultaneously assisting all the lower-limb
joints would further demonstrate the effectiveness of the
algorithm. Second, the model for estimating the ground-foot
contact wrenches is limited to the level walking condition.
Alternative models should be employed to use our algorithm
under other locomotion conditions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have developed a motor intent decoding
scheme solely using IMUs that can provide full kinetic infor-
mation to determining the fully customized assistive force

profile for lower-limb exoskeletons. In our algorithm, we
propose the effective point sampling of IMU measurements
and the online calibration of axes’ directions to integrate
with the usage of current IMU-based kinematic estimation
works, in order to improve the robustness and accuracy of
kinematic estimation significantly. Moreover, based on the
test on the ankle exoskeleton, we comprehensively evaluate
the benefit of fully customized assistance with multiple
metrics (e.g. kinematics, kinetics, energy and muscle efforts).
This result reveals the benefits of determining assistance with
more subject-specific kinetics information. The promising
result will aid the control strategy design of lower-limb
exoskeletons. Future work will include evaluating our al-
gorithm with hip and knee exoskeletons, employing ground-
foot contact models of other walking conditions and analyz-
ing user experience with questionnaire-based evaluations.

APPENDIX A
PROPOSITION 1

Dip angle of a lower-limb segment is denoted by the acute
angle between yi axis and the gravitational acceleration.
In order to determine and correct the axis direction, a
proposition should be firstly proposed and roughly proved
according to the periodic characteristics of dip angles.

Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of the relation between yi axis of body-fixed
coordinate frames and the gravitational field vector.

Proposition 1: For any given periodic motion with rela-
tively small movement-caused accelerations, the projection
of a segment’s acceleration on the xi axis of its relative
body-fixed frame is integrated over periods to be either
positive or negative.

Proof. Let T denote the cycle length of a periodic lower-limb
motion, A denote the set of positive dip angles of a segment
( i.e. thigh, shank or foot) during one cycle and B denote
the set of non-positive dip angles during the same cycle.
According to the definition of dip angle, the integration of
the acceleration projection over T is given by:∫ T

0

at · xidt =

∫ T

0

(at
move + g) · xidt

'
∫ T

o

g · xidt
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=

∫ T

0

‖g‖‖xi‖ cos(θ +
π

2
)dt

= −‖g‖(
∫
A

sin(θ)dt+

∫
B

sin(θ)dt) (7)

where at
move is the time-variant acceleration caused by

segment movements, which can be neglected due to the
small-movement assumption. Thus, we can approximately
conclude that the integration is either positive or negative
over motion cycles, given that the integration over A and B
can hardly be equal in number.
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